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into two parts, test data and training data. Eight learning
curves were obtained representing seven classes of
diseases and normal one. These curves are stored in a
look up table. The most probable state sequence can then
be obtained which gives maximum likelihood of detection
of problem state. A time-recurrent HMM decision tree
was constructed using ID3 algorithm, to generate
different intensity level alerts depending upon the state
sequence with other parameters. An example of
dysrhythmia (arrhythmia) class and decision tree
constructed for it is presented in this paper.

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a time-recurrent decision
tree in order to generate time bound alerts by the
wearable computing system in cases where in the wearer
is found to be in a medical state that deserves to be
attended. This decision tree leads to generate alerts by
picking up most likely state sequence, based on trained
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and acquired real-time
signal. We present simulation results based on
Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt
Database
(PTBDB), available on physionet.org as it contains ECG
as well as VCG data records from 294 subjects (healthy
as well as having various heart diseases). The
construction and learning of decision tree was carried
out using Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) algorithm,
which was found suitable for varying importance of
different parameters for different classes of heart disease

1.

2.

HMM and decision trees are vastly used in speech
signal processing for long. Casey et al used probabilistic
model of decision tree for character recognition [1]. Bahl
et al developed a continuous speech recognition system
by using decision trees [2]. A real-time recurrent word
recognition system was proposed by Tony Robinson [3].
It was a hybrid system using connectionist model and
Markov model. Foote J. further evolved this into timerecurrent decision tree probability model for HMM
speech recognition [4]. A time series model, as
combination of decision tree with Markov temporal
structure was proposed by Jordan et al [5]. Wieben et al
used filter bank features, fuzzy rules and decision trees
for classification of Premature Ventricular complexes for
classification [6]. No parallel model for ECG signal
modeling and classification using our method is known to
date.

Introduction

Wearable computers are being widely used in
physiological/ECG monitoring. There are quite a few
wearable monitoring systems or portable ambulatory
systems designed by researchers. Most of these work on
heart rate variability or arrhythmia. In some cases RR
interval is within normal limits but other parameters show
abnormality in the functioning of the heart which may go
unnoticed. For early detection of signs we need to
monitor the polarization/depolarization of atria and
ventricles. Due to the constraints of computing power of
wearable computing, we have to rely on relevant temporal
and amplitude parameters. This signifies the importance
of modeling and decision making. As ECG is a nonstationary signal, we modeled ECG using Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) which is suitable for modeling such
signals. VCG leads ÔVxÕ, ÔVyÕ, ÔVzÕ are used for modeling,
which provide the same information as 12-leads of ECG.
Before constructing the tree, labeling of data needs to
be done. Since the PTBDB data is classified in various
disease classes but beats are not labeled, we have to
follow Viterbi path to reach the particular class. For this
purpose we divided the data available in each category
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3.

System overview

An overview of the wearable computing system used to
generate alerts using HMM and Decision Trees is as
shown in Figure 1.
The system includes support for three sensor leads to
acquire electrical activity of the heart, signal processing,
feature extraction, Viterbi algorithm, classification and
decision making unit to generate alert. While generating
alert, current state vector was also considered with input
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